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[Introduction]

1. INTRODUCTION
The Australian Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity, ACLEI, is a
government agency which claims to provide “independent assurance to government
about the integrity of prescribed law enforcement agencies and their staff
members”.
Specifically, it states that “The Integrity Commissioner, supported by the Australian
Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity (ACLEI), is responsible for preventing,
detecting and investigating serious and systemic corruption issues in the Australian
Crime Commission and the Australian Federal Police.”

In a nutshell, ACLEI polices the police, for the government of Australia.
It is therefore reasonable to expect that such an organization will conduct itself with
the utmost integrity and professionalism, and that its investigations will be
performed to the highest and most rigorous of standards.
Furthermore, it is reasonable to expect that it will ensure that its independence
always remains beyond question.
SCHAPELLE CORBY
This report documents how ACLEI actually handled the most serious of complaints
and allegations regarding AFP Corruption, with respect to the Schapelle Corby case.
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[The ACLEI Assessment]

2. THE ACLEI ASSESSMENT
In 2010, a prominent Schapelle Corby supporter, Mrs Kim Bax, lodged a formal
complaint with ACLEI regarding a subset of the many examples of failure of duty,
misconduct, and corruption, which are presented by The Expendable Project.
The subsequent ACLEI assessment was documented in a file, which was assigned the
identifier CIN 000188:

This is organized into parts, which are described in the subsequent sub-sections.
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[The ACLEI Assessment]

2.1. PART A – INITIAL ASSESSMENT
The first part is a high level overview, or initial assessment. It provides the following
synopsis:

It should be noted that this summary is, in fact, subjective. Mrs Bax‟s documented
complaints were wider in scope than is suggested here, and were supported by a
considerable amount of material.
2.1.1 ENQUIRIES
This initial assessment stated that the following enquiries were made:

The second paragraph of this particular segment was obliterated with black ink, to
prevent public disclosure.
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2.1.2 COMMENTS
The final comments in Part A were as follows:

Here, ACLEI set the tone for the main assessment, by starkly claiming that if the
perceived motive of any AFP corruption was not corrupt, it bears no responsibility
for the matter.
The implication of this, for example, is that if the motive was political, then any act of
corruption is deemed to be out of its jurisdiction.
Given that The Expendable Project demonstrates the clear political agenda of the
AFP, this is a central and critical statement.
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2.2 PART B – DIRECTOR INTELLIGENCE
The second part is the main assessment form, and is headed Director Intelligence.
The first page of this replays the summary from Part 1, but includes a number of
remarks which appear to seek to undermine Mrs Bax. For example:

Regarding the latter, The Hidden World Research Group subsequently interviewed
Mrs Bax, who confirmed that this wasn‟t the case at all, and that she referenced the
article in her blog simply because she was able to provide a direct web link to it.
The same attitude is illustrated by the liberal use of inverted commas and italics
when referring to her correspondence and blog posts.

Note that this is an altogether different approach to that adopted throughout, with
respect to AFP officers.
2.2.1 THE PROMIS SYSTEM
On page three, the assessor moves on to a meeting with a member of AFP
Professional Standards, in which they jointly examined the „Police Real-Time OnLine Management and Investigation System’ (PROMIS), which is an information
database.
However, the information retrieved and reproduced in the report, to support the
subsequent conclusions, can be shown to be false, highly questionable, or directly
disputed by third parties:
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2.2.1.1 The Forensic Testing Of The Marijuana

The Hidden World Research Group has obtained correspondence from a
leading forensics expert, who offered to perform these precise tests at the
time. The AFP did not pursue this, and refused to facilitate the testing of the
marijuana placed in Schapelle Corby‟s bag, when approached. Note also that
such tests were well established at that time.
2.2.1.2 The Baggage Handler Interviews

Citing „no admissions had been made’, as supporting evidence to dismiss
serious allegations, is clearly extremely questionable in itself. However, in July
2011, The Hidden World Research Group identified and directly interviewed a
Brisbane baggage handler, who categorically denied that all the baggage
handlers had been interviewed.
2.2.1.3 The Provision Of Testing Assistance

This, and other entries to the same effect, directly contradict statements made
by the Bali police themselves, both to Schapelle Corby‟s lawyers, and directly
to the Australian media:
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2.2.1.4 The Strict Limitation Of Investigation

This starkly suggests that a subjective judgement was taken on the value of
Schapelle Corby‟s life, versus cost. Equally, however, it could be suggested that
this option was considered to be less damaging than the potential disclosure of
AFP and other corruption, which was undoubtedly present at Sydney airport.
Regardless, ACLEI immediately chose to support this central, and extremely
disturbing, decision:

This proposition is, in fact, entirely false. Schapelle Corby‟s defence team did
not exclude other possible insertion points at all. Her lawyers presented
Brisbane as just one possibility, and even this scenario embraced serious
criminality, and the transfer of the marijuana, specifically at Sydney airport.
The criticality of an investigation at Sydney was re-enforced by the allegations
of former AFP Internal Investigator, Ray Cooper, who actually stated that AFP
officers were involved in the drug trafficking there. The assessor was well
aware of these, as he actually referred to them earlier in the report:

Equally, both the AFP and ACELI were well aware of the „Mocha’ Operation,
and the transfer of South American drugs through Sydney airport at exactly
the same time as Schapelle Corby passed through. Again, ACLEI had referred
directly to this, just two pages earlier in the report:

It could be speculated that these earlier stark references were overlooked, in
the haste to excuse the serious AFP failure just identified.
The crucial need for a full investigation at the two Sydney airports (domestic
and international), and the consequential interviewing of the baggage
handlers based there, could hardly have been clearer.
Yet the author simply dismissed the idea with the flimsiest of rationale.
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2.2.1.5 The Missing CCTV Footage

This version of events, that the CCTV footage was deleted accidentally during
maintenance, is entirely different to the version which the AFP themselves
gave to Parliament, and stated in a ministerial brief:

Again, ACLEI failed to identify this direct contradiction, or to refer to it in any
way.
The serious issues documented with respect to these matters, were identified,
following a preliminary investigation by The Hidden World Research Group. The
information obtained, yet completely omitted or ignored by ACLEI, is largely
available in the public domain. All of it undermines the position of the AFP, and
supports the proposition of serious and systemic corruption.
It is thus clear that, instead of performing the due diligence one might expect of a
body charged with serious obligation by a nation state, ACLEI simply accepted the
version presented by the AFP as fact. No contrary question was even contemplated.
Even from the outset, ACLEI appear to have been prompting the AFP to direct the
script, as illustrated within the early correspondence between them (dated 2nd June
2010):
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Equally, a host of other related questions were simply ignored. And, for example, the
myriad of documentation and primary evidence presented within The Expendable
Project was not even identified.
However, it is upon this limited, false, and entirely flawed perspective that the author
proceeded to offer his conclusions.
2.2.2 ASSESSMENT REPORT CONCLUSIONS
Following this most shallow of exercises, the author again inaccurately summarizes
Mrs Bax‟s complaints. He then purports to “address” them:
2.2.2.1 The Source Of The Marijuana
He dismisses the AFP‟s complete lack of interest in the source of 4.2kg of
marijuana. He openly states that there is no “onus” upon them to investigate
such matters. Even with the knowledge of so many other inconsistencies, and
the unremitting public allegations, he insists that there can be no reasonable
question of corruption:

2.2.2.2 The Baggage Handler Interviews
Even though directly disputed by at least one Brisbane baggage handler, he
repeats the AFP claim to have interviewed all Brisbane baggage handlers, to
dismiss any idea of reluctance to investigate:

2.2.2.3 The Strict Limitation Of Investigation
Almost grudgingly, he refers to the fundamental question of omitting the
critical Sydney airports from investigation, only to deny, without offering a
shred of supporting evidence, that this was motivated by corruption:
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2.2.2.4 The Ray Cooper Allegations
Matters relating to the serious corruption allegations of former AFP officer,
Ray Cooper, appear to be deemed too inappropriate for public sight, but he
readily dismisses them as “dangerous”:

2.2.2.5 The Missing CCTV Footage
His endorsement of the AFP‟s failure to preserve any CCTV footage from three
airport terminals is based entirely upon a misconception:

Had ACLEI conducted even cursory research into this matter, it would have
quickly discovered that repeated and increasingly desperate requests for CCTV
footage had been made by Schapelle Corby‟s family, in the days immediately
following her arrest. This was the real context of the AFP‟s failure to seize the
potentially critical footage.
The directly contradictory stories, provided by the AFP for the loss of the
footage, are another central, and overlooked, issue.
NOTE: Further information on the AFP‟s disturbing role, with respect to the
CCTV systems, can be found in Section 3 of the report: „Exceptions At
Australian Airports With Respect To The Schapelle Corby Case‟
2.2.2.6 The Forensic Testing Of The Marijuana
He again uses false and flawed information in support of the AFP:

As already referenced, the AFP‟s claim that they lacked the capability to test
the marijuana for its country of origin was false. The AFP‟s version of events,
with respect to assistance with testing, was also directly contradicted by both
Schapelle Corby‟s Indonesian lawyers and the Bali police.
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A comprehensive investigation into this specific issue can be found within The
Mutual Evasion Report, on the Expendable.TV website.

THE REPORT CONCLUSION
The most flimsy and superficial of investigations, based entirely upon information
provided by the AFP themselves, which was false, flawed or disputed, resulted in the
inevitable:

The entire assessment comprised just five pages, and can be obtained in full from
The Hidden World Research Group.
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[The Acting Integrity Commissioner]

3. THE ACTING INTEGRITY COMMISSIONER
The assessment report was subsequently submitted to the Acting Integrity
Commissioner, Robert Cornall, on 14th January 2011.
However, preliminary research into Mr Cornall himself suggests that he is regarded
as a staunch supporter of the Howard government:

Indeed, as Phillip Ruddock‟s secretary at the Attorney General’s Department,
Cornall was, in fact, at the heart of the Howard regime when the Schapelle Corby
case unfolded.
Given the position and actions of this regime, as documented by The Expendable
Project, this in itself raises a number of extremely serious questions.
Effectively, Cornall had the final decision on whether to proceed with, or reject, the
complaints being made. Yet he was part of the regime to which the complaints
themselves fundamentally referred.
The Hidden World Research Group has not yet been able to establish the
circumstances of Cornall‟s positioning as Acting Integrity Commissioner, with
respect to this particular complaint.

3.1 THE ACTING COMMISSIONER’S ROLE
As Acting Integrity Commissioner, Cornall‟s responsibility was to satisfy himself that
the assessment was objectively and rigorously conducted. It was his responsibility to
sign off the report itself.
The serious flaws within the report, as documented in the previous section, are clear
enough. Many are self evident, not only with respect to the individual conflicts with
the real situation, but in terms of the superficial nature of the exercise, and its tenor
when simply accepting the AFP‟s version of events.
It would not be unreasonable to expect that an experienced eye would immediately
detect that significant and serious issues were evident.
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[The Acting Integrity Commissioner]

3.2 THE ACTING COMMISSIONER’S CONCLUSIONS
In his one-sheet decision, Cornall commented as follows:

It should be noted that this, in fact, is not a direct representation of Mrs Bax‟s
allegations, but rather, a subjective interpretation.
Cornall concluded that:

This extraordinary statement suggests that issues, such as the wilful destruction of
primary evidence, do not amount to “a corruption issue”.
Further, his claim of “having regarded all the circumstances” has been shown to be
untrue, as the AFP did not furnish ACLEI with the true material facts, and ACLEI did
not research them for themselves.
He endorsed the clearly flawed exercise on 14th January 2011. In his letter informing
Mrs Bax of this decision, he took this even further, referring to the most limited and
superficial of assessments as “extensive”:
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4. REPORT CONCLUSIONS
Despite high profile and frequent allegations of AFP corruption, over a period of
almost seven years, ACLEI failed to initiate even a cursory investigation of its own
volition. Only when allegations of corruption were levelled at ACLEI itself, by
members of the public, did it embark upon the exercise documented in this report.
By any measure, its assessment was flimsy, unprofessional, and seriously flawed. The
exercise itself was skewed to produce an outcome favourable to the AFP. Specifically:
The written report, and background notes, obtained by The Hidden World
Research Group, demonstrate a hostile, or at the very least, disrespectful,
attitude toward the complainant.
The assessor did not interview Mrs Bax to establish the precise details of her
complaint.
ACLEI openly and directly positioned itself, such that politically motivated
AFP corruption was outside its own scope.
ACLEI failed to investigate the key issues directly for themselves. Instead, it
accepted statements made by the AFP without question, and certainly without
validation.
Key witnesses, and those who were party to the events of 2005, were not
interviewed. There is no evidence to suggest that their research extended
significantly beyond a liaison with AFP personnel, and a joint perusal of their
limited database.
In many cases, even with only cursory research, the AFP‟s version of events
can be proven to be entirely false.
The ACLEI assessor demonstrably overlooked significant contrary evidence
when declaring his support for the AFP‟s inaction and position.
The haphazard and shallow approach adopted, suggests a lack of will to
investigate the complaints seriously. This in itself suggests an unbalanced and
partial position.
The final decision maker, the Acting Integrity Commissioner, was active in
the Howard government when the events occurred, creating a clear conflict of
interest.
At the very least, the decision maker did not exercise due diligence when
signing off the assessment.
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The evidence suggests either gross incompetence, or wilful misconduct on the part of
a number of individuals.
From a wider perspective, it suggests an institutional or cultural bias which is wholly
inconsistent with the defined functions of the organization.
Given the clear political context, serious questions also arise regarding the possibility
of a pre-determined agenda with respect to this case. In layman‟s terms, our findings
and conclusions are consistent with those of an alleged cover-up.
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APPENDIX
Selected Documentation
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The decision form, as completed by the Acting Integrity Commissioner, Robert
Cornall:
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Cornall‟s letter to Mrs Bax, informing her of his decision:
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The following letter illustrates the cosy relationship between the AFP and ACLEI.
When Mark Walters was confronted by Mrs Bax, on whether his predecessor‟s
allegations of AFP corruption in Sydney had been investigated, he told her that he
was unable to give her that information, because it was subject to "secrecy
provisions".
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The following is ACLEI‟s opening letter to the AFP. The final paragraph indicated the
nature of the exercise which was to follow; one in which ACLEI would follow a script
broadly dictated by the AFP themselves.
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ACLEI demonstrates the spirit of the Freedom of Information Act.
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